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In Géluk-Mongolian Buddhism is a deity named Čayán ebüğer ‘White Old Man’ that sheds light on the interface between religious and secular realms under Géluk Buddhist hegemony and how that interface has been interpreted in modern scholarship. Scholars first became interested in the White Old Man as a character in Mongolian Buddhist ritual masquerade dance (Mong. čam < Tib. ‘chams ‘dance’) which became popular during the 19th and early 20th centuries. See Figure 1. Study of the White Old Man encompasses not only his role in the masquerade dances of other Buddhist nations but also veneration of the deity in his own right in a cult kept principally by the Mongols but by other Buddhist nations as well. Practice of the cult is attested in written sources, oral tradition, painting, and plastic arts.

Pictorially the White Old Man is represented in the manner of the Chinese god of longevity, Shouxing (壽星). Both have a bulbous bald pate, wield a dragon-head staff, and sit placidly in an Arcadian setting under a peach tree in the company of deer and cranes (or swans or geese) and sometimes bats. Sometimes they hold a rosary or a scroll. See, as examples Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Who Is the White Old Man?

Liturgy describes the White Old Man as a very old man with a completely white beard and hair like that of an elderly person. He wears a white caftan and holds in his right hand a dragon-headed staff. This staff is bent and heavy, and he leans on it. The dragon topping the staff roars mightily. He resides in the southeast, on the summit of a snow-white mountain named Fruited or Fruitful. Some texts say that he comes from Wutaishan, land of Mañjuśrī. He variously has a white lion for a mount, comes to earth on a white horse, and travels by an agile stag. He keeps an oath he made of yore in the presence of Buddha Shakyamuni. He is lord of the earth, lord of the twenty-four lands, directions, or places. He is able to pacify land and water. He makes produce plentiful. He holds a book in which, like Erlig Khan (i.e. Yama), he writes down unerringly the names of those who commit sinful deeds. He knows truly the consequences of living beings' deeds and supports those who are righteous. He fulfills one's desires or fulfills wishes according to the dharma. He establishes regulations and customs, brings happiness, repels demons and harm, purifies demons, is able to offer protection from enemies and obstacles, is able to cure infectious diseases, and to dispel all danger from earth and water. He causes destiny to arise, lengthens life, increases chattels and herds, propagates Buddhism, and so on. An aim of the liturgy is to apologize for the White Old Man’s non-Buddhist origin by effecting his conversion. In Noyoyan Dar-a eke-yin tuyuji (Tale of Mother Tārā, the Green) the White Old Man is reincarnated as a Buddhist deity from a non-Buddhist celestial sage, the White Rishi. This conversion comes about through the blessing of the female bodhisattva, Mother Tārā, the Green. Tārā says, “Although in this life you have been a secular teacher, in your next life let you occupy Mt. Fruitful and become a Buddha named the White Old Man who, having passed [into Buddhahood], holds a dragon-headed staff in your right hand and goes about purifying all of the various ailments and afflictions of people and animals.” In another account of his conversion, a short text titled Čaγan ebügen-ü sudur (White Old Man Sutra), Buddha happens upon the White Old Man at his mountain retreat in the Fruited Forest. Buddha asks him, why do you live upon this mountain in solitude? In reply the White Old Man says that he lives on the mountain with the sky up above and a consort, Mother Earth (Ütügen eke) below. After he enumerates his multifarious deific functions, Buddha recognizes that these deeds are beneficent and in accordance with the dharma, and he is assimilated. Yet the White Old Man’s assimilation into Buddhahood is less than full. His status as a Buddha is conditioned on being able to deliver on his promises. If unable to keep his word he asks that he not then be a Buddha. Buddhist clergy feel compelled to denigrate him. They exclude the White Old Man from the ranks of true Buddhist deities and label him a lay deity of the Mongols’ qara šasin.
Figure 3. Painting of White Old Man. (Also shown on this issue’s cover as a detail.)
In this denomination the term qara is a Turco-Mongolian word meaning literally ‘black’ but also ‘limpid’ as in qara usun ‘clear water’ and also ‘common’ as in qara kümn ‘common person’ or ‘commoner.’ The term šasin, oft translated ‘religion, teaching, faith, doctrine, precept,’ is a loanword derived from Sanskrit śāsana. The Sanskrit refers to something that commands or governs and may be rendered ‘teaching, instruction, discipline, doctrine,’ and so loosely, ‘faith,’ and ‘religion.’ In Mongolian Buddhist idiom the phrase is used in reference to non-Géluk authority. A fair translation is ‘secular dominion.’

Scholars, however, have traditionally not understood the phrase in this way. Ever since an influential treatise of 1846 by the Buriat scholar D. Banzarav scholars have translated qara šasin ‘black faith’ and equated it with “Shamanism.” They characterize the White Old Man as an indigenous shamanic deity; a manifestation of Mongols’ archaic belief in forces of nature that they do not comprehend and so worship superstitiously as gods. Since the mid-twentieth century, this shamanistic school of interpretation has largely been accepted by Mongols and come to influence how they themselves perceive the White Old Man. Unfortunately, this interpretation is wrong.

Contrary to the notion that the White Old Man is indigenous to the Mongols, scholars correctly note that the deity shares affinities with other foreign deities. These include the Tibetan’s Mitsérin ‘Long-lived Man’ or Lhachentsérin ‘Great Longevity God’, the Tajiks’ Gargaru bobo ‘Grandfather Thunder,’ the Zoroastrian ‘Father Time,’ Zurvan, the Japanese deity Jurōjin ‘Old Man of Longevity,’ and the Korean mountain deity, Sanshin, a lonely old sage. Buriats associate the White Old Man with Orthodox Christian St. Nicholas. Mongols and scholars recognize a close resemblance between the White Old Man and the Chinese god of longevity, Shouxing. Some scholars minimize the implications of these potentially foreign influences. Some they write off as coincidence; others they ascribe to a hypothetical shared shamanic antiquity. They
Figure 5. White Old Man in relief carving.
argue that Chinese Shouxing is an interpolation from an unspecified time after an earlier time, also unspecified, when the White Old Man was a purely shamanic deity.16

By this selective interpretation, scholars strip away attributes of the White Old Man they deem foreign to leave those they deem more ancient and authentic, revealing his core shamanic essence. This core essence they take to be his signification of whiteness and old age, aspects of nature such as mountains, and aspects of primitive culture and economy such as clans, bows, arrows, spears, and animal husbandry. In aggregate they say he personifies "creative power."17

**Why the Shamanistic Interpretation of the White Old Man Is Wrong**

One problem with the shamanistic interpretation is that, though scholars argue that it existed in time immemorial, sources for the cult of the White Old Man go back only to the 18th century. To account for the considerable hiatus between then and time immemorial, scholars argue that the presence of the White Old Man cult among the Oirats living in the Caucasus suggests that the deity must have existed before their westward migration ca. 1630. To support this inference they note that Yuan emperors worshipped an elderly, white-bearded manifestation of the bodhisattva Mañjuśrī at Wutaishan in Shanxi, China and conjecture that this indicates that the pre-Buddhist White Old Man had been incorporated into Buddhism as Mañjuśrī already in the 13th century.18 By linking these two unrelated facts, they speculate that there might have been an older cult of the White Old Man originating among the Mongols at a time before which material evidence exists.

Second, and more problematic, the notion that Mongols practice a religion known as "Shamanism" is anachronistic. "Shamanism," one must remember, is not a professed religion. Rather, it is a notional religion invented by Western scholars and ascribed to others. Though Western intellectuals had conceived of the notion of Shamanism as early as the 18th century, the promulgation of Shamanism as a religion arose only after the 1951 publication of Le Chamanisme et les techniques archaïques de l'extase (Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstacy) by the Romanian scholar Mircea Eliade (1907-1986). Eliade invented Shamanism in the same way that Emile Durkheim (1858-1917) in The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life (1912) invented the modern notion of religion. Eliade examined priestly traditions worldwide, and from those which he considered archaic or a primitive type he contrived an elaborate ontology by synthesizing common elements. Eliade named his creation "Shamanism," derived from a Tungusic word for 'priest.' The creation was given life when scholars adopted the term to "classify" non-modern traditions into a convenient paradigm. Prior to Eliade's work, no people on earth ever professed belonging to a religion of "Shaman."

A third problem is that modern scholars built their ideas about Shamanism on a false assumption about science. They assumed that Europeans discovered science during the Enlightenment in Europe, and that mankind evolved by stages from (1) primitive nature worship to (2) religion, to (3) science. This assumption fails to recognize that science is universal among sentient beings, who rely on it to overcome the void in nature and survive.

A fourth problem with the shamanistic interpretation is the assumption that peoples such as the Mongols whom they dub "shamanists," worship nature in the first place. Believing that nature holds immutable order, modern scholars assume that there exists but one created world; which is perfectly objective, material; and that all peoples everywhere have always believed this but worshipped the power of nature in a religious way because they did not understand the science of this world. This assumption ignores that there are an infinite number of created worlds, created politically, subjectively. It ignores too
the truth that nature as wilderness is a void and separate from the created world. The Mongols, as a rural people who live close to wilderness and know it, do not worship nature as wilderness. The Mongolian word for nature as wilderness is bayiγali. With 800 years of sources to draw from not one shows Mongols venerating it. Rather, sources show them venerating that which they rely upon to bring order to the void.

These organizing entities include Chinggis Khan, who brought them törö ‘state’ and jasaγ ‘law’ and cairns (oboγ-a) that serve as points of reference and facilitate overland travel. Above all Mongols have traditionally venerated tenggeri ‘heaven’ from whence come space and time.

The White Old Man is a God in Heaven

So, if the White Old Man is not a shamanic deity, what kind of deity is he? Sources tell us explicitly that the White Old Man is a god in heaven. What do we find if we look for him there? In the Chinese sky is a star called Laoren (老人) ‘The Old Man,’ known in the West as Canopus. Of a brilliant white hue, Canopus shines as the second brightest “fixed” star after Sirius. Positioned near the solstitial colure in the southern sky at approximately 53° south latitude, for observers stationed north of 37° north latitude it remains invisible below the earth’s horizon. For those near the 37th parallel, it is only barely visible peeking over the southern horizon—and then, only briefly—and in the best weather. Those peoples in the Northern Hemisphere who were able to see it used it for navigation, taking it for their guide to the south.

The Canopus Allegory in China

In Chinese tradition the star’s allegory is attested from the Han dynasty (206 BC – 220 AD). The Tianguanshu 天官書 “Treatise on Celestial Offices” by court polymath Sima Qian 司馬遷 (ca. 145–ca. 86 BC) states that near Tianlang (天狼) ‘The Heavenly Wolf,’ i.e. ‘Sirius’ is a large star called Nanji Laoren. The astro-nomical section of the Jin Shu (晉書), the history of the Jin dynasty (265-420) written during the Tang dynasty (618-907) in 648, states that Laoren stands south of Hu (弧) ‘The Bow’ and is also known as Nanji (南極) ‘Extreme South’ or ‘Southern March.’

The tropes of Chinese Canopus allegory developed relative to a point of observation at the ancient capital, Chang’an, situated between 34° and 35° degrees north latitude. From Chang’an the royal court could witness Canopus’ heliacal rising in late September, around the autumnal equinox, its culmination at midnight around the winter solstice, and its heliacal setting around the vernal equinox in late March, after which time it would remain hidden below the earth’s horizon during spring and summer. From Chang’an the star made a very low transit through the sky, passing just over the horizon, grazing the tops of the Zhongshan Mountains to the south. The arc made by Canopus’ transit takes the shape of a mound or tumulus. Daoists designated Canopus “Supreme Verity of Cinnabar Tumulus” and “Old Man of the Southern Culmen.” The heavenly mountain Canopus makes as it traverses the sky had in symmetry a counterpart (Chinese xiang 象) on earth.

From Chang’an the terrestrial mountain that corresponded to Canopus’ marchmont and so marked due south was Nanshan (南山) ‘The Southern Mountain.’

Passing so closely to the horizon, atmospheric impediments frequently obscured the star, so Tang court astronomers classified it a variable phenomenon. When Canopus could be seen, the occasion was deemed highly auspicious, a sign of calm atmosphere and good weather. In relationship to the expanding transits of stars as they approached the celestial equator and then narrowed as they approached the celestial North Pole, watching Canopus make its short, low transit across the southern sky allowed the viewer to gauge the position of the celestial and terrestrial South Pole. Among the stars of Ursa
Major was a star whose position in the north corresponded to that of Canopus in the south. The turning of these stars in step illuminates the axis mundi. In marking the axis mundi, with heaven reticulated from the celestial North Pole above with lines of longitude and latitude likened to the warp (jing 经) and woof (wei 维) threads of a woven canopy, viewing Canopus make its short low transit across the sky enabled one to behold the vast, star-spangled weave of heaven twirling with it, as if Canopus were the turning handle of a parasol. See Figures 6 and 7. With its heliacal setting occurring on or around the vernal equinox, the star was a harbinger of the coming of the sign of spring, the rising of the Cyan Dragon, and with it the renewal of cosmic order. For reifying the perpetuation of world order Old Man Canopus was also known as Shouxing (壽星) ‘Longevity Star.’

In symmetry between heaven and earth, Canopus signified longevity not only for the order of heaven but for the government on earth as well. In particular, Canopus’ signification of longevity was auspicious for the person of the emperor, who, as Son of Heaven, had the duty to hold the respective orders of heaven and earth together in harmony. Proclamations stated that when Canopus shines the emperor is secure and “glorious in longevity;” however, if, upon the taking of omens, Canopus was obscured, the presage was for armed conflict. In a reciprocal way, when the emperor acted in accordance with “heaven’s virtue” it was said that Shouxing had drawn near to him, but if he had acted without virtue, it had moved away.

Given the star’s political importance, the allegory of Canopus (especially during and after the Tang dynasty) filtered into various media and vehicles of propaganda. Memorials to the emperor mentioned it. Historians included its omens in chronicles. Poets alluded to it. Authors made it a stock character in literature. Dramatists gave it a part in plays. Painters and artists developed an iconography of it and represented it in paintings on silk. Daoists and Buddhists propitiated it in ritual.

This body of Canopus allegory spread to neighboring peoples with whom Chinese dynasties had political, cultural, and economic ties. Through Daoism in particular, but also Buddhism, the Chinese allegory of Canopus spread to Korea and Japan. In Japan Canopus is known as Nankyoku Rojin (南極老人) ‘Old Man of the Southern March’ and Nankyoku Sei (南極星) ‘Southern March Star.’ Personified as Jurōjin (寿老人) ‘Old Man of Longevity,’ Japanese iconography of Canopus conforms very closely to that of Chinese Shouxing. See Figure 8. As Fukurokuju, personification of Canopus is conflated with that of two other neighboring stars as a single deity. Fukurokuju is held to be cognate to the Korean triune god, Samsin or the mountain god, Sanshin (山神 ‘mountain god’), likened to a lonely sage.

The Chinese allegory of Canopus was familiar to Buddhist science. During the Tang dynasty in the twelfth year of the Kaiyuan era (724 AD) the Buddhist monk Yixing (683-727), a renowned astronomer and polymath, led an expedition south by sea to chart the stars of the southern sky and expressly to observe Canopus at higher altitude. Having crossed the equator and pushed on to about 20° south latitude, the expedition added several new constellations to the Chinese sky.

The Canopus Allegory in Gélukpa Tibetan Buddhism

Under Gélukpa dominion Tibetan Buddhist sages knew Chinese allegory of Canopus through the legacy of Chinese Buddhism in Tibet and through their ongoing assimilation of Chinese astral science. One deity presumably derived from Chinese allegory of Canopus is “Old Father Khen pa.” The term khen pa refers to the Chinese trigram gen 艮 ‘limit.’ Tibetans propitiate him together with a female counterpart, an old woman of the trigram kun 坤 ‘maternal earth.’ This old man is represented with snow-white hair, white robes, and riding on the white dog of the sky. In Chinese-influenced Tibetan astral science this dog might signify the black but white-headed, Namkhyi (Gnam khyi) ‘Sky-dog’ (Chi-
Chinese Tiangou 天狗 ‘Heavenly Dog’), an asterism just above Canopus. More straightforwardly, Tibetans assimilate Chinese allegory of Canopus in the figure of Mitséring, a literal rendering of Chinese shoulao. The deity’s alternate appellation, Genpo karpo or Genkar ‘White Old Man,’ is a literal rendering of Mongolian Čayan ebügen. This latter rendering suggests the possibility of intermediary Mongolian influence, and, in Amdo, Tibetans consider him a foreign deity borrowed from the Mongols.

Although Tibetans knew Chinese allegory of Canopus, the cult of the Old Man was not prominent in Central Tibet. This apparent lack of recognition is not due to lack of reverence for Canopus, however. At 29° north latitude, residents of Lhasa have a fair look at the star. Rather, it appears to be due to reverence for an alternative allegory. Tibetan astral science is wittily comprised syncretistically of both Indian and Chinese traditions. Of these two, Tibetans tend to privilege Canopus’ Indian allegory over the Chinese.
In India Canopus is known as Agastya. Traditionally, Indian astronomers aligned the calendar with the heliacal rising of Canopus (agastyōdaya), which was to occur on the seventh day of the second half of Bhādra (August-September), a rainy season in India. In the south the mountain Agastyakoodam (Peak of Agastya) lies on the border between Kerala to the west and Tamil Nadu to the east. The word agastya denotes at once the star Canopus and a certain Indian rishi—one of seven inspired sages said to have authored the Vedas. As Canopus itself, Agastya is said to be the “cleanser of water” because turbid waters settle and become clear when it appears. In this allegory the appearance of Canopus perhaps indicates the season when summer runoff from the Himalayas subsides.

In Central Tibet the designation Karma rishi (Skar ma ri shi) ‘Rishi Star’ for Canopus keeps with the Indian allegory. In worship of this allegory Tibetans held an annual water festival of thanksgiving in conjunction with Canopus’ heliacal rising around the autumnal equinox. From the star’s reappearance in the early dawn Tibetans receive karchu (skar chu) ‘star water,’ meaning pure water. The star’s appearance also signifies the daily fall of morning dew. Tibetans personify the star as an ascetic saint who lives alone for long periods in meditation. When he finally reappears Tibetans go joyfully to lakes and rivers to fetch water and under Canopus as healer, practice balneotherapy, bathing for health benefits. Monks go in procession and make offerings.

The Mongols Adopt the Canopus Allegory

As sovereigns of the Mongolian Plateau who went on to establish the largest contiguous empire in world history, even before conquering China, Mongols knew Chinese tian (天) ‘heaven’ intimately and had appropriated much of it for their own world order. After conquering China and establishing the Yuan dynasty (1260-1635) the Mongols appropriated Chinese heaven in its entirety, including all that it holds of Canopus. They knew the mythos to Canopus allegory through forms of propaganda disseminated in various media. For instance, in theater, Mongols witnessed the golden age of Chinese drama in the zaju 雜劇 plays of the Yuan dynasty and continued to follow the theater thereafter in the Qing. These dramas are composed as astral allegories. Reading them with a mind for Chinese tianwen 天文, they are steeped in references to celestial phenomena derived largely from Daoist astral science. Writers drew from a stable of stock characters who, in polysemy, represent simultaneously celestial phenomena, historical personages, and contemporary court figures. These characters include the courtesan, the judge, the guard, the prince and princess, the emperor and empress, and the old man. His name changes from one drama to another. But his distinctive attributes persist. He has a white beard and holds a cane. He resides in the south, at a mountain pass, in a garden. He often plays a cantankerous fool or half-wit who...
nonetheless possesses supernatural power and great wisdom.\textsuperscript{53} The Mongols knew the logos to Chinese allegory of Canopus from authorities on astral science, Chinese \textit{tianwen}, under their liege. This logos was overt in tracts on astral science, memorials to the throne, ritual practice, in historical writing, and in calendrical science and the almanac.\textsuperscript{54}

During the Qing dynasty reign of emperor Kangxi (r. 1661-1722), around 1711, a Jesuit-made systematization of Chinese astral science, which at the time was state-of-the-art, was translated into Mongolian from Chinese, and then from Mongolian into Tibetan, and in 1715 was block-printed.\textsuperscript{55} See Figure 10. This treatise, known as \textit{Tngri-yin udq-a} (The Explication of Heaven), expressly reveals esoteric knowledge of the logos of Chinese Canopus allegory in Mongolian. In one of its star-charts the text renders Canopus \textit{Ebügen kümün} ‘old man’ and in corresponding commentary states that the star is “on the South Pole” and that “because it exits and enters [heaven in every] spring and autumn [respectively], its age is immortal.”\textsuperscript{56} See Figure 11.
Although Mongols knew the Chinese allegory of Canopus before their conversion to Gélukpa Buddhism in the late 16th century, precisely when they developed the allegory into a uniquely Mongolian cult of the White Old Man is uncertain. Imperial Turco-Mongolic nomads have a long tradition of venerating Canopus as the guardian of the south. At the founding of their empire in 1206, it is possible the Chinggisid Mongols worshipped Canopus in some way, perhaps even in Chinese allegory. Their literature makes reference to white-betokening, mountain-dwelling, supernatural wise old men which may well refer to Canopus and so prefigure the Géluk cult of the White Old Man. For instance, an Uygur creation myth recounted in Juvaini’s Chinggisid history tells of an old man clothed in white and holding a white staff who hands over to the Buqu Khan a jasper stone in the shape of a pinecone saying, “If you can maintain grasp of this stone, the four corners of the world will be under the shadow of thy command.” In The Secret History of the Mongols, Canopus allegory may be personified in the figure of Üsün ebügen ‘Oldy Locks,’ patriarch of the Baarin clan, who, as presumably an old man with white hair, wears a white robe, rides a white gelding, sits on a dais, and is so honored for his wisdom that Chinggis Khan consults him yearly and monthly for advice. However, if these allegories do indeed refer to Canopus, their affinity with the allegories of the White Old Man in Gélukpa tradition are vague.

Yuan dynasty sources do not indicate the existence of either indigenous Mongolian or Buddhist cults. Even in Qubilai Khan’s lifetime Sakya priests had assimilated rituals of the Mongols’ imperial tradition into Buddhism. Whereas some of these rituals are attested in sources such as Marco Polo’s Travels, no mention of a cult of the White Old Man is found. Neither do we find pictorial representations of the White Old Man as a uniquely Mongolian deity. The claim that Mongol emperors’ worshipped a Buddhacized cult of pre-Buddhist White Old Man is merely conjectural. The elderly, white-bearded manifestation of the bodhisattva Mañjuśrī at Wutaishan could just as well refer to a Chinese deity, Shouxing-cum-Laozi. The supposition that the White Old Man cult must have existed before the Oirat’s westerly migration in 1630 is specious because, though the distance is significant, Oirats returned to Inner Asia regularly and could have started the cult in their new home at a later date.

As a matter of religious practice, the cult of the White Old Man as found in Mongolian Buddhist tradition appears to have been first promulgated under Géluk hegemony. The cult’s earliest extant written sources are attested during the eighteenth century. The dissemination of the cult at this time coincided with a political drive orchestrated by
Figure 11 Star Chart with bow and arrow asterism.
by the Qianlong emperor (r. 1735-1796) under the direction of the Second Janggiya qutuytu, Rolbaidorji (Tib. Lcang skya Rol pa’ rdo rje, 1717-1786) to promote unity through new rituals that functioned to inculcate nationalism and loyalty to a Buddhist-Qing world order. These trends coincided with Mongols’ increasing reliance on the new-age Chinese heaven as given in Tngri-yin udq-a.63

The evidence is compelling that the cult was first promulgated from Mergen Monastery in Urad Right-Wing Banner, Inner Mongolia by the Third Mergen Gegen Lubsangdambijaltsan (1717-1766). His literature is the source of later White Old Man literature.64 Also, his creation of this liturgy is in keeping with other liturgies he created. In those he converts rituals of indigenous Mongolian culture—concerning, for instance, a fire cult, weather magic, cairns, and Chinggis Khan—into Buddhist form and composes them in the vernacular. For this merit, he is credited not only in Inner Mongolia but throughout the Mongolian Buddhist world as being the founder of Mongolian Buddhist liturgy. No liturgy of the White Old Man was prevalent before him.65

A generation before the Third Mergen Gegen’s liturgies, during the reign of Kangxi (r. 1661-1722), Mongols began to make pilgrimages to the seat of their emperor’s apotheosis, the bodhisattva Mañjuśrī, at Wutaishan, a sacred mountain in Buddhist cosmology, located in Shanxi Province. In 1721 a Mongolian guidebook to Mañjuśrī veneration at Wutaishan promulgated by Rolbaidorji, Mañjuśrī is represented as an old man who appears on the mountain from time to time to impart wisdom.66 When one assumes that the White Old Man is an ancient Mongolian shamanic deity, one naturally sees the old man in this guidebook to be Mongolian and concludes that here we see the Mongols’ Čayan ebuğen influencing Mañjuśrī. However, when one sees the White Old Man as the personification of Chinese Canopus, then, it would seem instead that it is Mañjuśrī who is engendering Čayan ebuğen. Whether this 1721 guidebook indicates an existing cult of the Mongolian White Old Man spawned the cult directly, or merely sewed seeds for the creation of the cult by Mergen Gegen a generation later remains to be proved.

What is clear is that in the latter half of the eighteenth century the cult of the White Old Man developed in the Mongol realms and spread throughout the Géluk world.67 Whether or not Mergen Gegen founded the cult, his liturgy was central to its dissemination.68 One type of incense offering composed by Mergen Gegen was published in Beijing. A variation was published in eastern Inner Mongolia, among the Khorchin, and another, in Ordos in the west. The cult was adapted from the clergy by the laity, and spread throughout Inner Mongolia to Khalkha, Oirats, and Buriats. From Beijing, perhaps during the 1760s, Mergen Gegen’s incense offering was translated into Tibetan by a Chakhar Mongolian monk, Lubsangtsultem (1740-1810), as Sa bdag rgan po dkar po’i bsang bzhugs (Incense offering for the genius loci, White Old Man).69

In Géluk masquerade the White Old Man character appears to have been introduced by the Mongols, perhaps from Khalkha. Mongolian čam (Tib.’chams; Khalkha tsam) is thought to have been performed among Oirats as early as 1723 and first attested among the Khalkha at Erdene Zuu monastery in 1786.70 Whether the White Old Man played a role in these performances is unknown to me. His role is attested in what is known as the Jakhar tsam first performed under the auspices of the Fourth Jebtsundamba khutukhu (1775-1813) at Ihk Khüree in 1811.71 From Ihk Khüree the White Old Man character apparently spread to other monasteries across the Mongolian realms and into Tibet. Upon returning to Tibet after a period of exile among the Khalkha from 1904 to 1906, the 13th Dalai Lama introduced the character at Lhasa. During the early decades of the 20th century accounts of travelers and scholars show that iterations of a White Old Man character had been assimilated across numerous monasteries and nations throughout the Géluk world.72
Perhaps the White Old Man’s inclusion in Géluk ritual dance relates to the Mongols’ abiding love of Chinese drama. In the world of Géluk masquerade the Khüree tsam stood out for its elaborate design and emphasis on entertainment. Mongol aristocrats introduced new characters into the dance from Chinese drama. One of these was the White Old Man. Interestingly, around the time the White Old Man appeared in the Khüree tsam, Chinese dramas featuring an Old Man character were being translated into Mongolian and staged throughout Mongolian lands. (At Khüree the theater for performances of Chinese drama was located in sight of the tsam stage). The influence of Chinese drama on the White Old Man character of Khüree tsam can be seen in his comedic role as a jester. (See Figure 1) This part is common to the Old Man characters of Chinese zaju but foreign to the deity propitiated in incense offerings and prayers.

The Polymorphous Nature of the White Old Man in His Cult

In the opening decades of the twentieth century, when the cult of the White Old Man was most prevalent, one finds him a polymorphous entity. His character has been strongly influenced by Mongolian cults of Čaγan ebügen. This Čaγan ebügen has been assimilated into the Géluk fold from a qara šasin ‘secular dominion’ comprised of multifarious non-Géluk authorities. These include Chinese dynastic tradition, Daoism, and, especially, the Mongolian aristocracy. Although influenced by the Mongols’ secular tradition, his makeup is not limited to Mongolian influence. His Mongolian incarnation has supplanted, or intermixed with, pre-existing forms. His biggest prototype is Shouxing, that is, Chinese allegory of Canopus. But he also contains Indian elements of Canopus as personified by Agastya—and perhaps other foreign influences (such as the Turkic or Iranian) as well. Although his essential features are consistent, the range of his attributes vary, sometimes considerably, from one emanation to another.

Anything but timeless, his being is in a perpetual state of flux. In Tibetan masquerade his emanation is influenced by Mongolian tradition. In Mongolian masquerade the roles are reversed as his character comes to be known by a Tibetan name, Lkhachintseren (Mong. ṭngr-li yeke urtu nasutu) ‘Greatly Aged of Heaven.’ At Wutaishan the White Old Man morphs with Mañjuśrī. Perhaps he morphs with the deities of sacred mountains generally. In Khalkha painting he appears to morph with a horsehead-fiddle-playing bard. He morphs with the deified Chinese Buddhist monk Hvashang. And among the Bayad Mongols, after a destructive earthquake in 1905, he morphs with Indian allegory of Canopus when in the local masquerade his dance is changed to express the calming of waves and still water.

Another metamorphosis of the Géluk White Old Man is into Christian Santa Claus. Scholars have noted that the Buriats associate the White Old Man with Greek Orthodox St. Nicholas: both are old men with white hair, big bellies, and a jovial character; and both carry a staff and wear a white caftan. This has been dismissed as coincidence. However, there is an astral connection the Buriats may have noted. The White Old Man and St. Nicholas abide on the axis mundi, one, on the South Pole, the other, the North. In Chinese tradition, if Canopus is the southern culmen, its counterpart to the north is the star Mizar. In Arab tradition, Canopus was aligned with the star Alcor of Ursa Major “occupying respectively the highest and lowest posts in the celestial hierarchy.” For Northern Europeans Alcor, Mizar, and two other stars of Ursa Major formed Odin’s Wain. For Christians, who appropriated the pagan cult of Odin, this became St. Nicholas’ sleigh. If the staff St. Nicholas holds represents the axis, as the White Old Man’s staff seems to, then the two of them might well be holding onto the same thing.

This transmutability of the White Old Man’s nature is not rare. In astral science, allegorical tropes assume their meaning not as independent terms but, rather, as metonyms in interrelationship
with every other such that to know any one trope in full is to know every other as well. In literature any one trope can be unfolded like a peacock’s tail into a resplendent panoply of tropes only to be dovetailed back into one. For literati transforming one thing into another was a game. Indeed, one can say that if one cannot turn any one thing into any other and from everything into nothing, then one does not truly know the thing. Prior to the ascendancy of soteriological world order, this ability to riddle it all as one was considered a key aspect to possessing “perfect knowledge.”86 In promoting a new soteriological world order, Paul repudiates just this sort of science when he says, “If I understand all mysteries and all knowledge . . . but have not love, I am nothing.”87

Tropes metamorphose within a given tradition and transmute cross-culturally as well. Throughout human history people have relied on a conventionally constructed heaven for orientation in space and time. Because orientation is a conventional—not absolute—reality, from government to government, and over time, heavens change, such that the heaven of any one people is not the same as that of any other. As nations interact they share their heavens so as to be in accord over where things stand in space and time.88 In the case of China, although by the genesis of the Han dynasty a remarkably indigenous heaven had been canonized, its astral allegory too appears to bear the trace of foreign influence.89 And just as Chinese tradition has influenced that of the nomads to the north and west, so too nomads may have disseminated western allegories into China.

Conclusion

That the Mongols’ Čaγan ebügen and the greater Géluk White Old Man must be identified as none other than Canopus is given by the deity’s attributes. These correspond perfectly with principally those of Laoren, i.e., Chinese Canopus allegory, but also to a lesser degree with those of Agastya, i.e., Indian Canopus allegory. This correspondence exists from one emanation of the White Old Man to another and no matter how disparate sets of attributes may be. Correspondence is with not only the mythos of Canopus, by which the relationship might be merely coincidental, but also with the uniquely Chinese logos of Canopus, by which correspondence is spatial and temporal and comprehensible in scientific and historical terms.

In comparison, both the White Old Man and Canopus are white. Both are an old man. An alternate name for the deity in Tibetan, Miseréng, is a literal rendering of Shoulao, an alternate name for the star in Chinese. Both the White Old Man and Canopus as Shouxing hold a dragon-head staff, and in the sky the star illuminates the staff-like axis mundi and its heliacal setting heralds the rising of the Cyan Dragon of spring—at the beginning or “head” of the year.90 The White Old Man holds a bow and arrow, and in the Chinese sky directly above Canopus is the asterism Hushi (弧矢) ‘Bow and Arrow.’91 See Figure 12. The White Old Man lives on a mountain, and in Chinese allegory Canopus dwells on the sacred mountain that corresponds with the mound-like transit he makes across the sky. Both mountains are in the south. The White Old Man’s mountain is fruitied, lush with produce, especially peaches, and in Chinese allegory Canopus resides under the constellation Tianyuan (天園) ‘Celestial Garden’ which Sima Qian says represents an orchard with peach, apricot, and cassia trees and is said to be the place where Old Man Canopus grows his herbs of longevity.92 See Figure 13. Both the White Old Man and the star have a consort: the White Old Man has Mother Earth (Mong. ütügen eke), and in Chinese allegory the star has the asterism Houtu (后土) ‘Queen Earth’, rendered in Mongolian as Etügen eke ‘Mother Earth.’93 See Figure 14. The White Old Man stills water, and in Indian allegory Canopus does too. The White Old Man can be the White Rishi, and in Indian allegory Canopus is the White Rishi. In Dar-a eke-yin tuyuţ the transformation of the non-Buddhist celestial sage (otaryuy-yin mergen), the White Rishi (Čaγan arsi), into the Buddhist
deity Čayan ebügen suggests a change of preference from Indian Agastya allegory to Chinese Laoren allegory.

There are many correspondences between the White Old Man and Canopus allegory. Both the White Old Man and Laoren have a bulbous bald pate; are beneficent; instill wisdom; insure longevity; control the seasons, land and water, and agricultural fertility; ride a deer or stag; and hold a scroll. In Mongolian masquerade, similar to the Old Man character in Chinese zaju drama, the White Old Man plays a fool, suffers humiliation, and is ridiculed. Scholars assert that this debasement signified Mongolian hatred for Chinese. If Mongolian audiences did indeed interpret the scene in this way, perhaps the financial burden brought on by Chinese usury practices had something to do with it. However, in Chinese zaju drama the Old Man character is bullied. The prototype for the scene was understood to be the figure of Han Xin in Sima Qian’s Shiji. There the scene is meant to exemplify how humility and self-discipline bode future greatness.

The identification of the Géluk White Old Man with Chinese Canopus allegory is further cor-

---

Figure 12. Chinese sky during the Han period.
Figure 13. Star Map 6.
Figure 14. Mongolian star map.
The personification of Canopus as the White Old Man allows him to exist in space and time. On a clear night at the right place and season, you can see him. His attributes are either objectively visible or empirically comprehensible. As an agent by which Géluk hegemony brings order to the void in nature, he serves an express and essential purpose as a deity or god in heaven.\footnote{102}

By comparison, the shamanistic interpretation is purposeless. The White Old Man’s color reflects a shamanic veneration of whiteness; his advanced age, shamanic veneration of agedness; his mountain home, shamanic veneration of mountains; his bow and arrow, shamanic veneration of bow and arrow. He somehow personifies “creative power.” The interpretations are either tautological or abstract. The shamanistic interpretation also ignores science; it fails to connect the White Old Man with a star even when the Chinese word for star is present in his iconography.\footnote{103}

Today, questions of the White Old Man’s reality assume new importance, as Mongols define their own past after Communist ideology worked to erase it. Has the invention of shamanism changed the White Old Man’s essential being? Certainly foreign scholars and many Mongols see him in anthropological terms as a foil to modernity. Their conceptions would be enriched by his history as present-day conceptions of the White Old Man adjust to meet new needs.
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